• Treat common capabilities as a system (all ULA, all SpaceX, etc.)
• Tonnage "capability" (not "actual"; more on this ahead)
• Want the bubble sizes to grow, and want more bubbles! • US launchers only 
Product development and use, amortizing costs
The business case depends on having non-government customers. The product for the government is developed with non-government customers in mind. The product or service is also provided to non-government customers.
Contracts
The government uses firm fixed price type of contracts.
Efficiency
Provider applies mostly commercial best practices. These practices or "how" are outputs. Capability, performance, safety, and cost goals are inputs.
Incentives
Multiple suppliers (industry) and multiple buyers (government and nongovernment) rationalize incentives, leading to success even when many requirements (performance, safety, cost) appear at odds. No monopoly (single provider) or monopsony (single buyer). The formal, actual definition of what is "commercial" is expressed in the current space policy: "The term "commercial," for the purposes of this policy, refers to space goods, services, or activities provided by private sector enterprises that bear a reasonable portion of the investment risk and responsibility for the activity, operate in accordance with typical market-based incentives for controlling cost and optimizing return on investment, and have the legal capacity to offer these goods or services to existing or potential nongovernmental customers."
An Analysis and Review of Measures and Relationships in Space Transportation Affordability
Figure 7: A view combining the launch record with estimated actual payload masses.
The data here has been compiled from two main sources:
(1) FAA Commercial Space Transportation, Year in Review reports (2) Payload launch masses estimated from SpaceLaunchReport.com.
"Actual" tonnage being less than "capability" of launcher would mean far more $/kg and price per flight, in practice.
